Meeting 4 Minutes – 3/15/09

- Wen – after restaurant week/spring break, can you get a good budget together?
- Class Olympics
  - Daper doing Amazing Race
  - Jason gave the 2011’s a giant Beirut idea.
  - 2012 are doing tug of war
  - 2010 Sponge dodgeball... wet and with detergent
  - Part of the money that the SAO is donating will go to a prize to the winning class
  - We are giving them $500
  - We are responsible for (or 5 volunteers we can recruit)
  - We need to pick 5 teams of 5 people – we need to organize captains.
- Everyone, bring your cameras to restaurant week
- Tom
  - Can’t do Celtics but we can do red sox.
  - Wen, how much money is allotted to this?